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sustainable pet supplies

sustainable pet supplies

Your one stop shop for
low waste pet supplies

Learn about our amazing
and dedicated team!

Lori Jacobs

Think about how much waste your pet goes through in food prouduct alone. Our goal
is to provide environmentally concious pet owners a new way to help the environment.
At PawPrint, we strive to provide the community with sustainable and low waste pet
products so that your furry friend can reduce their carbon pawprint.
Find Out More

Lillie Stephens

Check out our latest product

Mario Torres

Food

We carry most popular cat and dog
food brands in our bulk barrels.
Be sure to bring a resuable container.

Blake Hudson

See Brands

Collars and Leashes

Made from woven hemp material.
Lasts longer than traditional plastic
ﬁber products.

Mona Estrada

Shop Now

Toys

Dominick Ramsey

Our specially made toys are made
from reclaimed and recycled materials
like rope and felt.
Shop Now

Blake Hudson - Associate

Shop our organic treats

Made in house from locally sourced ingredients

Loves dogs, buts cats are okay
27 years old

Shop Now

Careers

Contact

“I grew up with pets all my life and as I grew older I
became interested in reducing the amount
of trash I prodcue and found that my dogs food
bags were horrible for the environment. When I
discovered PawPrint, I was relieved that there was a
solution to this problem and I just had to work there.
Everyone was so welcoming and the customers and
their pets are the best part of the job.”
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sustainable pet supplies

Shop from our 50+ dog
and cat food brands.

sustainable pet supplies

Check out our new hemp line
5.99/lb

6.99/lb

6.99/lb

Bandanas

Our bandanas are made specially from
hemp ﬁber. Hemp is biodegradeable
and hypoallergenic.

Shop our organic treats

Made in house from locally sourced ingredients

Shop Now

Shop Now

Collars and Leashes

Made from woven hemp material.
Lasts longer than traditional plastic
ﬁber products.

How the Weigh and Pay System Works

Shop Now

Accesories

1. Bring a reﬁllable bag or container of you choice

Shop beds, scratching posts, and much
more. All made from hemp cardboards
and ﬁber.
Shop Now

2. Pre weigh the bag or container so that you
are not over charged

Shop toys

Made from recycled and reclaimed materials

3. Scoop the desired amount of food

Shop Now

4. Weigh and pay the ﬁlled bag or container
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Contact
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